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Cover: Completeness & Found Subset. Top: the photometric orbital trajectories of ten random, habitable-zone, Earth-like planets
for a star of one solar luminosity. This "discovery space" is spanned by relative brightness and apparent separation with respect to
the star. Center: the distribution of 10,000 random planets, plotted at random mean anomaly. Bottom: the probability density,
computed from the positions of  100,000,000 random planets.  The completeness of a search by an instrument with projected
obscuration s0  and limiting sensitivity mag0  is the total probability—the integrated probability density or the fraction of planets

in the "found subset"—i.e., below a horizontal line at mag = mag0  and to the right of a vertical line at s = s0 . Instrumental

parameters (s0 , mag0 ) and stellar parameters (luminosity,L, and parallax, P ) combine in a complex manner to select a unique

found subset of planets of interest.
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1 Introduction

The first purpose of this design reference mission (DRM) is to explore the range of parameters for which the current
concept of TPF-C can robustly perform its intended research. We want to understand the correct scale of the mis-
sion. §2 Mission Models, §3 Algorithms, and §4 Modeling Results serve this motivation and establish the analytic
foundation of the DRM.

A second purpose is to identify systematic effects and selection biases that may shape or constrain the science of
TPF-C. We want to know what needs to be compensated, calibrated, or further investigated to reduce risk or allevi-
ate concern. §5 Systematic Effects and Selection Biases serves this motivation.

A third  purpose of  this DRM is  to reveal  the essential  character  of science operations  for  TPF-C.  We want  to
develop the instrument  and spacecraft  taking ground operations  and the science process into account,  which for
TPF-C will involve rigorous considerations. §6 Science Operations considers TPF-C end to end in terms of science-
systems engineering.

This  mixture of perspectives,  tools,  and motivations  is useful at the current early stage of the TPF-C  project.  It
should provide a general understanding of how it all is supposed to work and what issues at the intersection of flight
hardware, ground operations, and science still must be addressed as the project moves forward.

In this document, we refer to the "original case" and "baseline," referring to sets of model parameters. The original
case has served as a useful common denominator between the Institute and JPL collaborators. We have studied it
independently,  with different code, and we agree on the results.  Separately,  we have done much additional work
beyond the original  case, which  we report.  In particular, the baseline parameters  encompass the current baseline
mission design and the scientific definitions provided by the TPF-C Science and Definition Team. 

This DRM is a living entity. In spring 2006, we have begun the DRM process for TPF-C, but it is only a beginning.
We expect the research to lead deeper, as more issues and opportunities  are discovered,  and as the tools become
more effective and efficient. We expect the ongoing ferment to inform and enrich future designs of TPF-C, and to
be reflected in future versions of the DRM. We expect mission modeling to remain a central, vital activity until the
real operations of the TPF-C observatory commence. Even after that, representing planetary populations and using
models to interpret  the brightness  and position of planetary images will remain at the heart of the future science
operations of TPF-C.



2 Mission Models

Mission modeling is the foundation of this DRM because of the special circumstances of the TPF-C mission. To a
degree unique in astronomy,  the charter  of this  mission is sharply focused,  well  defined, guided by clear  logic,
governed  by  simple  physics,  and  subject  to  quantitative  assessment.  The  task  of  planet  finding  is  remarkably
predictable.  From a limited set parameters and assumptions,  we can estimate the outcome of an observation, even
the entire mission.  We can play "what if?" in the stellar, planetary,  and instrumental  dimensions.  Obviously,  this
ability is useful for optimizing the design of TPF-C and verifying that it can meet the science requirements. Indeed,
the focus in §2–§4 is describing the models and pursuing the prime science metric of TPF-C: the number of Earth-
like planets found, verified, and characterized in a five-year mission.

At the outset, we must define the term "model" as used in this DRM. A model is a working, practical, yet theoretical
representation of something real or ideal. Even though a model may be limited and incomplete, it can still be useful,
as is evidenced here. By its existence, a model focuses on aspects and says, "Be aware of the assumptions being
made here, and understand that the parameters of this model—and indeed the model itself—can be improved." We
can always enhance the detail  and fidelity of a model. Indeed, constructing a model calls for judgment about the
appropriate  level of complexity,  which may change with time as needs evolve. In this first DRM for TPF-C, we
have sought the minimum level of complexity consistent with valid estimates of outcomes, Furthermore, we have
chosen to model only the essential tasks—finding, verifying, and characterizing Earth-like planets—and even those
aspects only incompletely. In these ways, this DRM is itself a model—of a design reference mission.

The current modeling for TPF-C comprises six parametric models. All parameters are assigned original-case values,
either numeric or logical (like "included" or "not included"). A subset of variable parameters take on values differ-
ent from the original case in experiments described in the DRM, which we cross-reference as appropriate.

(1) stellar qualification (4 parameters, 0 variable; §2.1); 

(2) planets of interest (9 parameters, 4 variable; §2.2); 

(3) instrumental performance (11 parameters, 2 variable; §2.3); 

(4) strategic unknowns (3 parameters, 3 variable; §2.4); 

(5) observational protocols (3 parameters, 3 variable; §2.5); 

(6) rules and restrictions (5 parameters, 4 variable; §2.6);

In §3, we describe the algorithms that implement these models—including the mission modeling itself.

In §4, we describe the results of mission modeling, including estimates of the prime science metric.

In §5 and §6, we describe byproducts of mission modeling related to systematic effects, selection biases, and science
operations.



ü 2.1 Stellar Qualification

The purpose of the model for stellar qualification is to provide the input database of stars for mission modeling.

We draw stars from the Hipparcos catalogue using qualification criteria related to main-sequence residency, main-se-
quence lifetime, distance, and adjacent fields with no known stars. Those criteria are the parameters of the star-quali-
fication model. 

Some 1408 stars satisfy the four criteria for this DRM: (1) on the main sequence, (2) closer than distance d = 30 pc
with (3) no known companion within 10 arcsec, which also have (4) color B–V < 0.3, which is thought to imply a
main-sequence lifetime longer than a billion years, long enough for life to develop under suitable conditions. (The d
< 30 pc proves nonrestrictive, as no star with d > 24 pc is included in current mission modeling, based on stellar
productivity.)

The input target list for this DRM comprises those 136 of the 1408 qualified stars that are most productive with the
planetary and instrumental parameters of the original case (Tables 3 & 4)

Table 1. Parameters of model for stellar qualification. None are variable in this DRM.



MS residency Range of MV vs. B - V Turnbull H2006L definition of main sequence

MS lifetime B – V > 0.3 Ensure > 109 years, for life to develop

Isolation No star within 10 arcsec Avoid stray light
Distance d § 30 pc Convenience only.

The qualifying criteria implicate three stellar characteristics: 

(1) the color (B–V), 

(2) the luminosity (L), which also determines the physical size of the habitable zone, and 

(3) the annual parallax (P ª 1000/d in milliarcseconds (mas) for d in pc), which determines the observable fraction
of the habitable zone. 

Four additional stellar characteristics are technically relevant to observations with TPF-C: 

(4) V, the visual magnitude, which governs the information rate of observations; 

(5) mSTAR , the stellar mass, which in part determines the evolutionary time scale of the position and brightness of an
orbiting planet; 

(6) RA2000  and Dec2000 , the position of a star on the celestial sphere, which determines both the ability to observe a
star on a particular day of the year (solar avoidance) and the parallactic displacement of the star against the back-
ground (and vice versa); and 

(7)  mRA  and  mDec ,  the  components  of  proper  motion,  which—with  parallax—determine  the  apparent  motion  of
confusion sources in the background.

Figs. 1-3 are scatter plots of the stellar input database. Table 2 is the input target list. Additional information about
stars in the input database is available at the StarVault (http://sco.stsci.edu/starvault/).



Figure 1. DRM input database. Scatter diagram of luminosity vs. color for the 1408 qualified stars according to the
original-case model. Stars drawn from the Hipparcos catalogue using the qualification criteria. The 451 black and
colored stars have non-zero searching productivity for the original case. The 136 red stars offer highest searching
productivity and constitute the input target list for mission modeling in this DRM. (Implicit reference to the instru-
mental model in §2.3 and the algorithms in §3, which define and apply "searching productivity.")

Figure 2. Scatter plot of distance distance vs. V-magnitude for the qualified stars. Color coding as in Fig. 1.

Figure 3. Scatter plot of luminosity vs. V-magnitude for the qualified stars. Color coding as in Fig. 1.



Table 2. Stellar data for  the input target list.  These are the 136 qualified stars that are most  productive with the
planetary  and  instrumental  parameters  of  the  original  case  (Tables  3  &  4).  With  one  exception—the  stellar
mass—the  stellar data  in Table  2 is drawn the TPF  Target List  Database  (http://sco.stsci.edu/tpf_tldb/;  Turnbull
2006).  The mass  was computed  by Bond  (2006)  using the  formula in Reid  et al.  (2002),  which  involves some
caveats. For example, we assumed all stars were on the main sequence at zero age. (For this reason, the derived
masses will be too high in general. For example, a star with L = 1 is given a mass 1.10 times the mass of the sun.
Interstellar extinction is ignored but should not be significant for these nearby stars.)



Table 2. (cont.) Stellar data for the input target list of this DRM.



Table 2. (cont.) Stellar data for the  input target list of this DRM.



ü 2.2 Planets of Interest

The purpose of the planetary model is to provide Monte Carlo samples of planets for use in mission modeling.

The nine parameters of the planetary model are a necessary and sufficient set for determining planetary position and
brightness as a function of time. The position is determined by seven orbital elements: 

(1) semimajor axis (a); 

(2) eccentricity (e);

(3-5) three Euler angles (y, q, f), as defined by Brown (2004), to orient the orbit in space;

(6) the mean anomaly (u);

(7) the orbital period, TORB  = 365.25 a1.5mSTAR
0.5  days, for a in au and mSTAR  in solar units;

Brightness is determined by two additional parameters: 

(8) effective planetary area (p pR2 ); 

where p is the geometric albedo; and 

(9) phase function (F(b), where b is the planetocentric angle between the star and Earth).

The planetary parameters are specified either as probability distributions or as fixed values or functions. For probabil-
ity  distributions,  the  parameters  are  assigned  values  drawn from appropriate  random deviates  when a  planet  is
created for a Monte Carlo sample, .

Table 3 provides the specifications of the original-case and baseline planetary models for this DRM. Variations on
these specifications have been studied. For example, Brown (2006A) gives results for an inverse first-power probabil-
ity distribution for planet radius (§4.3), and Hunyadi et al. (2006A) considers the parameters in the Science Require-
ments  Document (SRD) (§XX). Results  for specifications other than the original case are described  in the DRM
where appropriate.

We compute planetary motion from Kepler's Laws. We compute planetary brightness in reflected starlight using the
standard model of planetary photometry:

Dmag = –2.5 log p FHb L R
2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅr2 ,

where Dmag  is the flux  ratio between the planet and  star expressed in stellar  magnitudes,  and r is the physical
distance between the planet and star.



Table 3. Original-case and baseline parameters of model for planets of interest. Variations of the blue parameters are
treated elsewhere in the DRM.

Parameter Original Baseline Units Rule Variations

Semimajor axis HaL 0.7
è!!!!
L –1.5

è!!!!
L 0.75 

è!!!!
L  –1 .8 

è!!!!
L au uniform §4 .3

Eccentricity HeL 0.0–0.35 0.0 –0 .1 uniform §4 .3

Euler angle #1 HyL 0 –2p same uniform

Euler angle #2 HqL 0 –p same uniform1

Euler angle #3 HfL 0 –2p same uniform
Initial phase Hu0 L 0 –2p same uniform

Period HTORB L 365.25 a1.5 mSTAR
-0.5 same days computed

Effective planetary 0.33 0.2 p R 2 fixed value §4 .3 §4 .5

area Hp pR2 L
Phase function sinb + Hp - bL cosbÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅp same fixed function2

1 The random deviate for q is cos-1 H1-2 L, where produces pseudorandom numbers in the range 0–1.

2 Lambertian phase function



ü 2.3 Instrumental Performance

The first  purpose of the instrumental  performance  model is to define and implement a test for "detectability."  A
second purpose is to define the astrometric  accuracy of position measurements,  which we need to determine the
utility of testing for common proper motion, as well as for modeling the recovery of orbital elements from measure-
ments of planetary positions.

The TPF-C  instrument comprises the visible-light Planetary Dectection Camera (PDC) and the Starlight Suppres-
sion System (PSS),  which  produce an annular detection  zone around a target  star. The telescope has a 3.5-by-8
meter elliptical entrance aperture.

ü 2.3.1 Detectability

Detectability  takes  into  account  both  photon  statistics  and  systematic  effects,  such  as  obscuration  and  limiting
sensitivity.  The  DRM  model  has  9  photon-statistical  parameters  and  2  parameters  for  systematics.  For  photon
statistics:

(1) AEFF  ª A QE, the effective area—the product of the area of the entrance aperture (A) and the quantum efficiency
of the optical system (QE);  

(2) l, Dl, the optical bandpass; 

(3) z, the (uniform) residual level of starlight after suppression in units of the surface brightness of the Airy peak; 

(4) Y, the sharpness, which is the inverse of the number of detector "noise pixels" for counting background light in
SNR calculations (Burrows & Brown, 2006); and 

(5) k, the sampling criticality (k ª 1 for critically sampling, k > 1 for undersampling), which detemines the angular
pixel size ( k lÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 D , where D is the axis of the entrance pupil in the direction sampled); 

(6) Wx , the pixel solid angle, which is kMAJOR  lÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 DMAJOR
 µ kMINOR  lÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 DMINOR

, where the major and minor axes of the entrance pupil are

referenced;

(7) x, the dark-count rate per pixel;

(8) g. the read noise per pixel;

(9) SNRGoal, the signal-to-noise ratio for detection;

and for systematics:

(10) IWA, the "inner working angle,'' the angular radius of the central field obscuration in milliarcsec, which intro-
duces a selection effect by hiding planets with smaller apparent angular separations;

(11) the maximum limiting delta magnitude (Dmag0, max ) with respect to the star, due to instability of speckles of
residual starlight,  which causes speckles fainter than Dmag0, max  not to be canceled by image subtraction, leaving
them to masquerade as planets.



In this DRM, a planet is detectable if three conditions are satisfied:

(i) the planet is unobscured: s > IWAÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
P

,

(ii) the planet is brighter than the llimiting sensitivity: Dmag < Dmag0, max , and

(iii) adequate photon-statistical signal-to-noise ratio: SNR  SNRGoal .

We have some experience with SNRGoal ª 5, which we will describe. (§4.3, §XX) 

For  any particular star,  the optimized exposure  time TEXP,OPT  in hours is defined by achieving SNRGoal  on the
optimized limiting delta magnitude, Dmag0  Dmag0, max   (§3.3),

Table 4. Original-case parameters of the instrumental model. Variations of the blue parameters are treated elsewhere
in the DRM.

Parameter Original Baseline Units Variations

Effective telescope 3.821 µ 104 2.389 µ 104 cm2

area HAEFF L
Optical bandpass Hl, DlL 550, 110 same nm

Residual starlight HzL 5 µ 10-11 same

Sharpness HyL 0.035 same

Sampling criticality HkL 1 same

Pixel solid angle HWx L 2.7 µ 10-15 same steradians

Dark count rate HxL 0.001 same pixel-1

Read noise HgL 2 same per pixel
Inner working angle HIWAL 56.7 65.5 milliarcsec

Sensitivity HDmag0,MAX L 25 same delta magnitudes §4 .3 §4 .7

Observational overheads 0 2 hours ê slew
SNR goal HSNRGoalL 10 5 §4 .3



ü 2.3.2 Calculation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

For the general case of exposure time T in hours and Dmag  Dmag0, max

SNR ª 
NpÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ"#######################Np + 2 Nb

,

where Np  and Nb  are the numbers of detected planetary and background photons detected in the , which is divided
between two images that are subtracted in such a way that planet photoelectrons combine but speckles tend to cancel
(§2.5). We can estimate Np :

Np  = F010-
V + Dmag

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2.5 AEFF  Dl T  3600,

where F0  is the V-band specific flux for zero magnitude (nominally, 9500 photons cm-2 nm-1 sec-1 ), 

To estimate Nb , we must consider contributions from several sources. The background starlight (speckles) contrib-
utes:

Nb,s  =F010- VÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2.5  p • 3.5 • 8ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
l2 10-18   z  WxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

Y
 Dl T  3600,

where the first three terms are the surface brightness of the Airy peak,  Wx  is the solid angle of a detector pixel.
Zodiacal light contributes:

Nb,zl  = F0  10-
magWzlÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2.5  ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅH4.848 10-6 L2  WxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

Y
 Dl T  3600,

where  magWzl  is  the  V-band  intensity  of  the  solar-system  zodiacal  light  in  magnitudes  per  square  arcsecond
(nominally, magWzl  ª 23), –1 is the brightness of the (unknown) native, extrasolar zodiacal light in units of the
solar system zodiacal light, and 4.848 10-6  is the number of radians in an arcsecond.  is a "strategic unknown
(§2.4). The dark-count contribuiton is:

Nb,d  = x TOPT  3600ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Y

,

where x is the dark count rate per pixel. The read noise contribution is 

Nb,r  = g2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅY ,

where  g  is  the  read-noise  in  equivalent  counts  per  pixel  per  readout.  Here,  we  assume  only  one  readout,  for
simplicity.



ü 2.3.3 Astrometric Accuracy

We assume that a Lyot-type pupil plane mask with a 0.5 clear fraction increases the full-width at half maximum of a
point-source image (FWHM) by factor 2. We define the standard deviation of astrometric accuracy as

d ª 0.5 FWHMÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅSNR d.

Therefore, the astrometric error ellipse has semiminor axis

dmin    0.71ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
P

 au,

oriented in the radial direction from the star, and a semimajor axis

dmax    1.62ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅP  au,

in the transverse direction. For simplicity and generality, we treat the astrometric uncertainty of TPF-C as isotropic,
with nominal standard deviation equal to the azimuthal average of the error ellipse at SNR = 10:

<d> = 1.0ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
P

 au.

We assume that no systematic errors compromise this specificaiton of the practical accuracy of TPF-C for relative
astrometry between the star and secondary source, except possibly small uncertainties in the plate scale, which are
irrelevant if they remain invariant.



ü 2.4 Strategic Unknowns

The purpose of the model  of strategic unknowns is to represent factors  that will  impact  the performance  of the
TPF-C  but are poorly understood  at the current time. By including them in mission modeling, we can learn the
ranges of these unknowns for which the design of TPF-C is robust.

This DRM considers three strategic unknowns: 

(1) h , the occurrence rate of planets of interest for qualified stars, expressed in planets per star; 

(2) PCONF , the probability of a background source being confused with a planet of interest in a searching exposure;
and 

(3) , the level of zodical light—combined solar-system and extrasolar—in the detection zone, measured in solar-sys-
tem units.

A critical goal of the DRM is to understand the range of h  for which TPF-C is likely to find and characterize at
least some planets of interest during a five-year mission. Therefore, we explore a range of values for h . Neverthe-
less, our  original-case value is h =1,  to simplify the interpretation  of searching  completeness (C) when it is the
focus. The absolute probability of discovering a planet around a particular star is C h ; the relative probability is C,
which varies from star to star. As explained in §3.2,  various types of completeness are important  for the TPF-C
mission.

The apparent magnitude of typical planets of interest will be V = 29–32. At the present time, we cannot rule out the
possibility that background sources will masquerade as planets of interest. Therefore, we must prepare a strategy for
efficiently differentiating background sources. This DRM uses the traditional strategy, which is testing for common
proper motion, as described in §5.1. The validity flag for this test (FlagDISC ) varies from star to star, and through the
year due to parallactic motion. As a result, if PCONF   0, FlagDISC  is used by the scheduling algorithm (§3.1). In
Table 6, FDISC  is the fraction of the year that this test is valid, and FSOLAVD  &  FDISC  is the fraction that the test is
valid and the star is viewable, according to solar avoidance. Through modeling, we want to estimate how much time
will be wasted ruling out background sources, and learn how the pool of available target stars is reduced by needing
to test for common proper motion. Although our original-case value is PCONF  = 0, we explore the consequences of
other values.

Currently,  we do not know the levels of exozodiacal light around other stars to within 100 times the solar-system
zodiacal light, which is nominally 23rd  magnitude per sq. arcsec in V band. Zodiacal light is an important source of
photon noise in the SNR calculations (§2.3.2). Our original-case value,  = 4, is a pure guess, but we explore other
values.

Table 5. Original parameters of the strategic unknowns. Variations of the blue parameters are treated elsewhere in
the DRM.

Parameter Original Baseline Units Variations
Occurrence rate Hh L 1 1 §4.3

Confusion HPCONF L 0 0 §4.3

Zodiacal light H L 4 3 23rd magÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅarcsec2 §4 .5



ü 2.5 Observational Protocols

Observational  protocols  define  observational  types  and  specify  their  parameters,  which  algorithms  use to  make
decisions and determine expected results.

Our model of observational protocols comprises only the three basic types of observations: searching, verifying, and
characterizing, with the coronagraph. Pointed observations with the General Astrophysics Instrument (GAI) are not
included  except indirectly,  in the sense  that if  a certain  percentage  of the total  mission is  devoted to them, the
amount of time available for the basic types is reduced. We assumen that parallel observations with the GAI do not
interfere with coronagraphic observations and proceed freely, without impact.

Searching observations

The purpose  of a  searching  observation  is to discover  planets  of  interest.  In  the original-case  model,  searching
observations use one filter, 20% wide, centered on 550 nm (V band). At one searching epoch, the searching protocol
specifies six exposures:  three pairs  separated by 60° roll  angle,  to ensure full coverage of position angle by the
narrow dimension of the point-spread function (PSF), and each pair separated by a smaller roll, sufficient to separate
point-source images at the IWA ("roll deconvolution"). The exposure time at each roll orientation is TOPT /2, where
TOPT  is the exposure  time needed  to achieve SNR = 10  on the limiting source,  Dmag0   Dmag0, MAX , which  is
optimized  for  each star  to maximize  the expectation  value of the  number of  planets found in one  year  of total
exposure time for initial searches of the most productive qualified stars. (§XX; Hunyadi et al., 2006) The total time
cost of searching a star is TEXP  = 3 ä TOPT .

Table 6 provides TEXP  and Dmag0  for the input target list of this DRM.

As discussed in §2.6, solar avoidance restricts the days of the year that an object at a given ecliptic longitude and
latitude can be observed. In §3.4, we compute the solar-avoidance flag, FlagSOLAVD , which is used by the schedul-
ing algorithm (§3.1). In Table 6, FSOLAVD  is the fraction of the year that the star satisfies this restriction.

As discussed in §2.6, for PCONF   0, the necessity of retaining the opportunity for a valid test for common proper
motion  constrains  the days  of  the year  that  a searching  observation  can be scheduled.  In Table  6,  FDISC  is the
fraction of the year that the test is valid, and FSOLAVD  &  FDISC  is the fraction of the year that the test is valid and the
star is viewable, according to solar avoidance. 

StarVault provides the solar-avoidance restriction and confusion-test contraint for each star for each day of the year,
and Brown (2006B) provides the derivations.

Confirming observations

The purpose of a confirming observation is to establish that a candidate planet identified in a searching observation
is not a background source and obtain its colors. In the IAUC model (§4.3), a confirming observation comprises six
exposure: a pair of roll-dithered exposures through three filters. The combination of color information and the result
of testing for common proper motion should clarify the status of the candidate planet. The exposure times for all
confirming observations are assumed the same as for searching observations. The time cost of a single confirming
observation  is  the  same  as  for  an  entire  searching  protoco.  Because  the  searching  observations  could  produce
candidates at 1, 2, or 3 roll oriientations, the total time costs of confirming observations could be as much as 3 µ
TEXP  on any star.



This model of the protocol for confirming observations has one critical parameter: the delay time Dt between the
searching  and  confirming  observation.  We  argue  in  §5.1.2  tha  Dt  =  Dt10 % LOST  is  a  reasonable  choice,  where
Dt10 % LOST  is the delay time for loss of 10% of the found subset of planets. We show how to estimate Dt10 % LOST  for
any combination of star and instrument.

We assume that a confirming observation is dispositive and establishes  that the candidate is or is not a planet of
interest.

Characterizing observations

The  purpose  of  a  characterizing  observation  is  to  obtain  a  spectrum  of  a  confirmed  planet  of  interest.  In  the
IAUC200 model, the time cost of a characterizing observation is 70 ä TOPT  or (70/3) ä TEXP , based on the assump-
tion that the resolving power of the spectrometer is 70 times that of a filter (§4.3).

Table 6. Observational parameters for the input target list.  Same 136 stars as in Table 2 but ranked by searching
productivity. See §3.2 for discussion of the columns related to completeness: C1 , discovery rate (productivity), C¶ ,
and Zenoic steps.



Table 6. (cont.) Observational parameters for the input target list.



Table 6. (cont.) Observational parameters for the input target list.

Table 7. Original with respect to the observational protocols. Variations of the blue parameters are treated elsewhere
in the DRM.

Parameter Original & baseline Variations

Searching observations optimized TEXP

Confirming observations not included §4 .3
Characterizing observations not included §4.3



ü 2.6 Rules and Restrictions

The purpose of the model for rules and restrictions is to define logical variables (flags) for the scheduling algorithm.
The model for this DRM includes six rules or restrictions:

(1) Solar avoidance (one restriction)

TPF-C's sunshade does not permit the angle between the pointing vector and vector toward the sun to be less than
95°. If this restriction applies to a run of mission modeling, it is implemented by computing the solar avoidance flag
for each star (FlagSOLAVD, iSTAR ; §3.4). In the original-case modeling, this restriction does not apply. Nevertheless,
we have some experience with it, which will be discussed.

(2) Differentiation of background confusion (one restriction)

In some cases, it will be possible to test for common proper motion to discriminate between planets and background
confusion sources in searching observations.  If this option is required for a run of mission modeling, it is imple-
mented by computing the background discrimination flag, for each star (FlagDISC, iSTAR ; §5.1.3). In the original case,
this restriction does not apply. Nevertheless, we have some experience with it, which will be discussed (§4.3).

(3) Frst priority to characterization

Because  the highest scientific  premium is on understanding  planets physically,  if a characterizing  observation is
pending, the scheduling algorithm must assign it top priority. If this rule is included, the pending characterization
flag (FlagPENDCHAR, iSTAR )  is set for a star when a planet of interest has been verified. In the original-case, this rule
does not apply. Nevertheless, we have some experience with it, which will be discussed (§4.3).

(4) Second priority to verification

If a characterizing observation is not pending, but a verifying observation is pending, it has top priority. If this rule
is included,  the (delayed)  pending verification  flag  (FlagPENDVERI, iSTAR. jROLL ) is set  for  a star when a searching

observation has found a source that is a possible planet of interest. We carry independent flags for each of the three
roll angles in the searching protocol. The flag is set after a delay of Dt10 % LOSS  from the searching observation to
allow adequate displacements without undue loss (§5.1.2). In the original case, this rule does not apply. Neverthe-
less, we have some experience with it, which will be discussed (§4.3).

(5) Third priority is searching the most productive star

If no characterizing or verifying observation is pending, then the most valuable observation to perform is searching
the most productive star possible. This rule is in the original case. It is implemented using current searching informa-
tion on all stars to inform the scheduling algorithm. 

Parameter Original & baseline Variations
Solar avoidance not included §3.4
Differentiation of background confusion not included §5.1

First priority to characterization not included §4.3
Second priority to verification not included §4.3
Third priority to searching included



3 Algorithms

Algorithms serve two purposes in this DRM:

(1) performing the mission modeling itself (§3.1)

(2) making or informing scheduling decisions required by the mission modeling:

planetary brightness and position (§2,2)

detectability (§2.3.1)

signal-to-noise ratio (§2.3.2)

astrometric accuracy (§2.3.3)

 completeness (§3.2)
 
 optimized exposure times (§3.3)
 
 solar avoidance (§3.4)
 

Unlike the parametric models, the listed algorithms are invariant for the modeling and results described in this DRM.



ü 3.1 Mission Modeling

The purpose of mission modeling is to estimate outcomes of the TPF-C mission. 

Preliminary results of mission modeling are described in §4.3. 

In this DRM, one run of the mission model involves performing the following eight steps:

(1) prepare parametric models

stellar qualification
planets of interest
instrumental peformance
strategic unknowns
observational protocols
rules and restrictions

(2) initialize all information for the scheduling algorithm

ephemeris clock (t = tSTART  ª Julian day (JD) of mission start)
mission clock (MC ª  t – tSTART  = 0 days)
stellar clocks (FlagCLOCK,iSTAR = 1 ª 0)
mission duration (MCmax )
available completeness (CiSTAR  ª C1, iSTAR )
accumulated completeness (SCiSTAR  ª 0)
time cost ( TCOST, iSTAR, TYPE )
solar avoidance flag (FlagSOLAVD, iSTAR  @ tSTART )
background discrimination flag (FlagDISC, iSTAR  @ tSTART )
pending characterization flag (FlagPENDCHAR, iSTAR, iROLL  ª 0 )
delayed pending verification flag (FlagPENDVERI , iSTAR, iRoll ª 0)
number of times searched (NSEARCHES, iSTAR  ª 0)
number of stars searched (NSTARS  = 0)
number of sources tested (NVERI  = 0)
number of planets verified (NPLANETS  = 0)
number of planets characterized (NCHAR  = 0)

(3) update all information for the scheduling algorithm

t, MC, SCiSTAR

CiSTAR / TCOST, iSTAR, searching

FlagSOLAVD, iSTAR

T10 % LOST

FlagDISC, iSTAR

FlagPENDCHAR , iSTAR

FlagPENDVERI , iSTAR, iROLL



(4) use the scheduling algorithm to select the star, observation type, and roll orientation for the next observation

star type roll
IF ANY FlagPENDCHAR , iSTAR, iROLL = 1 iSTAR characterizing iROLL
ELSE IF ANY FlagPENDVERI , iSTAR, iROLL = 1 iSTAR verifying iROLLmin

ELSE IF MC < MCmax starMAX searching 1, 2, & 3
STOP

starMAX is the star that offers the maximum value of the merit function:

meritiSTAR  = FlagSOLAVD, iSTAR  • If[PCONF   0, FlagDISC, iSTAR , 1] • C iSTAR / TCOST, iSTAR ,

where the first term ensures the star is viewable; the second that background confusion (if any) can be differentiated;
and the third is the searching productivity.



(5) compute the outcome of the observation

IF type = searching
IF NSEARCHES, starMAX = 0

NSTARS = NSTARS + 1
NSEARCHES, starMax = NSEARCHES , starMax + 1
IF FlagCLOCK, starMAX = 0

FlagCLOCK, starMAX = 1
SCstarMAX = –t

toss = @h  CD
IF toss = 1

planetstarMAX, 1 = 1
IF planetstarMAX, 1 = 0

toss = @h  CD
IF toss = 1

planetstarMAX, 2 = 1
IF planetstarMAX, 1 = 0 AND planetstarMAX, 2 = 0

toss = @h  CD
IF toss = 1

planetstarMAX, 3 = 1
toss = @PCONF D

IF toss = 1
confusionstarMAX, 1 = 1

toss = @PCONF D
IF toss = 1

confusionstarMAX, 2 = 1
toss = @PCONF D

IF toss = 1
confusionstarMAX, 3 = 1

CstarMAX = C1, starMAX I1 -
C1, starMaxÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅC¶, starMax

MNSEARCHES, starMAX \ –\ 1

SCstarMAX = C¶, starMAX I1 – I1 -
C1, starMAXÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅC¶, starMAX

MNSEARCHES, starMAX M
t = t + TCOST, starMAX, searching ê24
MC = MC + TCOST, starMAX, searching ê 8766
SC = SC + TCOST, starMAX, searching ê24

ELSE IF type = verifying
NVERI = NVERI + 1
IF planetiSTAR, iROLLMIN

= 1

NPLANETS = NPLANETS + 1
planetiSTAR, iROLLMIN

= 0

FlagPENDCHAR, iSTAR, iROLL = 1
FlagPENDVERI, iSTAR, iROLLMIN

= 0

t = t + TCOST, iSTAR, verifying ê 24
MC = MC + TCOST, iSTAR, verifying ê8766
SC = SC + TCOST, iSTAR, verifying ê24

ELSE IF type = characterizing
NCHAR = NCHAR + 1
FlagPENDCHAR, iSTAR, iROLL = 0
t = t + TCOST, iSTAR, characterizing ê 24
MC = MC + TCOST, iSTAR, characterizing ê8766
SC = SC + TCOST, iSTAR, characterizing ê 24



(6) repeat steps #3–7 to exhaustion of time or available observations

(7) document results.

planet and  confusion  are  Bernouilli  random variables  with probabilities   h C  and  PCONF  respectively,  and take
values 0 or 1. We compute planet and confusion from the random deviate 

[P] ª IF[   P, 1, 0],

for 0  P  1, where  is the usual pseudorandom number generator with uniform probability on the range zero to
one.



ü 3.2 Completeness

The purpose of completeness is to estimate the outcome of a searching observation.

Brown (2004a, 2005) introduced the completeness method for estimating the number of extrasolar planets detectable
for the first time by searching a target star using direct imaging. "Completeness" means the detectable or detected
fraction of possible planets. 

Mission modeling calls for four completeness-related quantities:

(1) the completeness that would be harvested by searching a star (C)

(2) the completeness of the first searching observation (C1 )

(3) the sum of completeness that has been harvested by all previous searching observations of a star (SC)

(4) the limit to SC achieved by arbitrarily many searches over unlimited time (C¶ )

C  is the "benefit" in a cost-benefit analysis by the scheduling algorithm, where the "cost" is the total time cost of the
search, TEXP plus all overheads.

C1  = C is the "virgin completeness," when no prior searches have been made.

SC is the probability that searching a star discovers a planet of interest assuming the star has one.

C¶  is the best that can be done, which is useful to know in setting strategy and knowing where you are, along the
way, with respect to the limit. If the valid null results were to be a goal of TPF-C—i. e., ruling out planets of interest
around stars where none are found—then we would need to keep in mind that  (1 – C )h  is the ultimate probability
that the star has a planet that TPF-C could never find.

The general concept of completeness includes a wider set of quantities related to direct-imaging searches for planets,
and it is useful to understand C, SC, and C¶  in that wider context. The members of the family of completenesses are
distinguished by qualifying adjectives on the noun. “Specific” or “ensemble" refer to whether we treat a specific
orbital  size and eccentricity  or an ensemble of  sizes  and shapes.  The adjectives  “visit,”  “program,” or “design”
indicates  whether we treat  a single searching,  a scheduled program of observations between which the planetary
positions  and  brightnesses  evolve,  or  exhaustive  observations,  assuming  unlimited  time.  “Photometric”  and/or
“obscurational”  refer to whether the completeness is a function of planetary flux or apparent  separation or both.
Brown (2004a)  treats  specific  and ensemble  obscurational  completeness  for the visit,  program,  and design cases
(SVOC, SPOC, SDOC, EVOC, EPOC, and EDOC). Those results apply to any centrally obscured instrument with
unlimited photometric sensitivity, in either thermal radiation or reflected starlight. "Optimized" or "optimized" refers
to whether Dmag0  for the search is Dmag0, max  or Dmag0  < Dmag0, max  to trim less productive hours at the end of
searching exposures (§3.3). For program completeness only, "Zenoic" (Zen) or "Keplerian" (Kep) refers to whether
the as yet undiscovered planets in the Monte Carlo sample are understood to have re-randomized in mean anomaly
between observations, or whether they have been tracked in their orbits (so the timing of the next search could be
optimized).

Brown (2005) treats  unoptimized,  ensemble,  visit,  photometric  and obscurational  completeness (UnoptEVP&OC)
for the case of reflected starlight. Hunyadi et al. (2006a) treats OptEVP&OC. Hunyadi et al. (2006b) treats (OptKep-



EPP&OC). This DRM presents new results for design completeness (OptEDP&OC).

C , SC, and EPP&OC are operational quantities, which in this DRM have the following the nomenclatural correspon-
dence to the intrinsic quantities is:

C1 ó OptEVP & OC

C¶ ó OptEDP & OC

SC ó OptZenEPP & OC

or

S C ó OptKepEPP & OC

(C has no long-form equivalent.)

We compute the value of C1  as follows:

(1) prepare a Monte Carlo sample of planets drawn from the population of interest (§2.2),

(2) determine the found subset of planets in the sample that satisfy the criteria for detectability (§2.3.1)

(3) estimate C1  as the number of planets in the found subset divided by the number of planets in the whole sample.

We compute the value of C¶  by repeating these steps many times, at  random true anomalies,  accumulating the
count but removing from consideration the new planets in the found subset at every repetition. 

The Keplerian technique for computing C after the first search is straightforward: each planet revolves according to
Kepler's Laws, which are solved for the position at any time, which yields the apparent separation and brightness by
algorithms in §2.2. The alternative Zenoic technique for calculating C is based on C¶ . It is named in honor of Zeno
of  Elea,  who first  imagined  a  voyage of  fractional  distances  that  never  reaches  its  goal.  Zeno's  philosophizing
applies if the remaining planets always randomize before the next searching observation, which happens efficiently
for habitable zone orbits (Fig. 6, Brown 2004). In this case, each revisit finds same fraction, C1 / C¶ , of the remain-
ing planets that could ever be found, and the completeness offered by the Nth  searching observation is

C = C1  I1 – C1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅC¶
MN–1

, 

and the accumulated completeness after N searcbes is

SC = C¶ (1 – I1 – C1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅC¶
MN

).

Because of potential interest in the signficance of a qualified null result, we can define the "zenoic completeness,"
which is the accumulated fraction of detectable planets:

SCZENO  = (1 – I1 – C1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅC¶
MN ).

When SCZENO  = 0.683, 0.954, and 0.9973, the confidence in the qualified null result is at the level associated with
1-s, 2-s, or 3-s. (The qualification is that we didn't find any of the planets of interest that we could have found, but
we can say nothing about the fraction (1 – C¶ ) of planets of interest that we could not have found.)

Table 6 tabulates the value of N  to achieve those levels of confidence in the null result for each star on the target list.



Table 6 contains a variety of completeness information for the 136 stars in the target list, including C1 , C¶ , and N,
the number of "zenotic revisits" to achieve confidence in the null result at the 1-s, 2-s, or 3-s level. StarVault has
graphics of the found subset for all stars, and Figs YY shows three examples.



Figure YY. The found subsets for three stars spanning a range of luminosity. The red dots are the detectable planets
out a sample of 20,000 habitable-zone planets with random orbital orientations and phases. The fraction of dots that
are red is C1 . Instrumental (s0 , Dmag0) and stellar (L, ) factors combine to select different found subsets for each
star. 



The scheduling algorithm in mission modeling (§3.1) takes into account the "discovery rate" or "searching productiv-
ity," which is the completeness of a searching observation divided by the time cost of making the observation (§3.3):
C/TEXP . The convenient units are milliplanets per hour.

The actual number of planets found (assumed zero or one) is a Bernoulli random variable with probability equal to
the product of two independent  probabilities,  the completeness and the occurrence probability (h C). Therefore,
h C is also the expectation value of the number of planets found. In this paper. In mission modeling, we estimate
the outcome of a searching observation (one planet or zero) by "tossing a coin," which means drawing a number
from a Bernoulli random deviate with probability h C and possible values zero or one.

The completenesses of multiple visits add, creating the cumulative or program completeness. The completeness of a
search after the first search is estimated from the found subset of the complement of the initial sample and the union
of all previous found subsets.

The cumulative completenesses of multiple stars add, creating the expectation value of the prime science metric, the
number of planets found and characterized in the run of a mission model (§3.1).

Multiple  runs  of a  mission model  will  produce  the  statistical  distribution  of the expectation  value of the  prime
science metric.



ü 3.3 Optimized Exposure Times

For each target star, single-visit completeness (C1 ) is a unique function of exposure time through the limiting delta
magnitude (Dmag0 ):

C1 [TEXP ] = C1 [Dmag0 [TEXP ]],

where for a given planetary population, C1 [Dmag0] depends solely on the projected obscuration IWAÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
P

 and luminosity
L. Meanwhile, Dmag0  Dmag0,MAX  depends solely on the exposure time TEXP , the stellar magnitude V , the zodi ,
and the photometric instrument parameters (§3.2, §2.3.2, §2.3.1).  Even though the function C1 [TEXP ] has a unique
shape for each star, all completeness curves show a time delay before any completeness is achieved, followed by an
asymptotic  constant  value,  when  no  further  completeness  is  accumulated  by  more  exposure  time  because  the
systematic limit Dmag0,MAX  has been reached. (Figure RRR).

The "productivity"  or "discovery  rate" of a star is C1 @TEXP DÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅTEXP
,  which is completeness  per exposure  time. Since the

completeness  is the expectation  value of the number  of planets  found,  the convenient  units  for  productivity  are
milliplanets per hour.

Figure RRR.  The completeness functions for two stars showing the points of observation before (the black line at
Dmag0,MAX ) and after optimization (yellow and green dots). One point changed in the optimization, eliminating a
flat portion of the red curve with low incremental benefit, while the other point remained fixed on a steep portion of
the blue curve with high incremental benefit.

To  perform the  optimization,  we first  award  a  long list  of  stars  the maximum  exposure  time  TEXP,MAX ,  which
reaches Dmag0,MAX . Then we continually eliminate the least productive exposure time until [?].  The final, short star
list comprises the most productive stars with TEXP  summing to a total exposure time budget. Within that budget, this
optimized list has the maximum total accumulated completeness (TAC). Figure 6 shows this list for the original case
and total exposure time of one year.

Optimization increases TAC for all choices of Dmag0,MAX  (§4.1).



ü 3.4 Solar Avoidance & FlagSOLAVD

The goal of this algorithm is to compute the solar-avoidance flag, FlagSOLAVD, iSTAR ,  for any star at any value of
ephemeris time t in Julian days.

For convenience, we refer our calculations to the epoch J2000.0. The obliquity of the ecliptic is 23° 26' 21" or

e = 0.40909 radians.

The time of the vernal equinox is

U = JD 2451623.82

in Julian days.

The tropical year (equinox to equinox) is 

T  = 365.24219 days.

The longitude of the sun is

lü [t] = 2 pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅT  (t – U).

The unit vector at the observatory in the direction of the star, in rectangular ecliptic coordinates, is 

ùstar  = (cos@Dec2000 D cos[RA2000 ],

sin[Dec2000 ] sin[e] + cos@Dec2000 D cos[e] sin[RA2000 ],

sin[Dec2000 ] cos[e] – cos@Dec2000 D  sin[e] sin[RA2000 ]).

The unit vector to the Sun is

ùü  = (cos[ lü [t]], sin[ lü [t]], 0).

If the angle between the star and Sun is J, and the solar avoidance angle is Jmin , then the star can be observed only at
t0  such that

J  = cos-1 [ùstar  • ùü ] 

                 = cos@Dec2000 D cos[RA2000 ] cos[ lü [t]] + 
                 

sin[Dec2000 ] sin[e] + cos@Dec2000 D cos[e] sin[RA2000 ] sin[ lü [t]] >  Jmin ,

or

FlagSOLAVD  ª If[J > Jmin , 1, 0].



Figure QQQ shows FlagSOLAVD  for each day of the year, for three typical stars on the target list. StarVault offers
this graphic for each of the 136 target stars, Table 6 gives the fraction of the year that FlagSOLAVD  = 1. 



4 Modeling Results

ü 4.1 One Year of Virgin Searches

We investigated the results of one year devoted to virgin searches for a variety of model parameters, including the
original  case  and  the  baseline.  The  rule  was  to search  the most  productive  unsearched star  until  one  year  had
elapsed. The total accumulated completeness (TAC)  is the expectation value for the number of planets found. The
results are summarized in Table 4.1t.1 and displayed in Figure 4.1f.1.a-b.

The original case and the baseline are defined in Tables 3, 4 & 5. 

Optimization is defined in §3.3. "Unoptimized" means that all TEXP  achieved SNRGoal on Dmag0,MAX .

At first, unoptimized TAC  rises with increasing Dmag0,MAX , because TEXP  invested in deeper exposures produces
gains in single-visit completeness C1 that outweigh the loss in C1  from stars that drop off the bottom of the one-year
list. After reaching a maximum, unoptimized TAC drops off because C1  stops increasing when Dmag0,MAX  exceeds
the maximum Dmag of planets of interest with separations greater than the projected obscuration.

Optimized TAC always exceeds unoptimized TAC because low-yield TEXP  on some stars is traded for higher-yield
TEXP  on others.

Optimized  TAC  asymptotes  to  a  constant  value  with increasing  Dmag0,MAX  because  the  optimization  algorithm
ceases to use the option to expose more deeply.

In going from the original case to the baseline, the following changes tended to increase TAC for one year of virgin
searches:

(1+) larger semimajor axes, a, 

(2+) smaller eccetiricities, e (increases C1  for all but low-luminosity stars, which are obscurationally not photometri-
cally limited),

(3+) smaller signal-to-noise goal, SNRGoal,

(4+) lower zodiacal background,

and these changes tended to decrease TAC:

(5–) smaller effective planetary area, p pR2  (due to decrease in geometric albedo, p),

(6–) smaller effective telescope area, AEFF  (due to efficiency decrease), and

(7–) higher observational overhead.



Original Case Baseline

Unoptimized Optimized Unoptimized Optimized

Dmag0,MAX Stars TAC Stars TAC Stars TAC Stars TAC

25 114 30.24 136 31.86 99 14.62 103 14.7

25.5 86 32.53 121 37.57 81 20.61 94 21.59

26 61 30.37 116 40.25 61 22.09 84 25.55

27 27 18.47 115 41.11 30 17.86 77 28.17

Table 4.1t.1. Results for one year of virgin searches. Stars is the number of stars searched. TAC is the total accumu-
lated completeness, which is the expectation value of the number of planets found.

Figure 4.1f.1.a. TAC vs. Dmag0,MAX  for optimized and unoptimized TEXP  for the original case.

Figure 4.1f.1.b. TAC vs. Dmag0,MAX  for optimized and unoptimized TEXP  for the baseline.

A byproduct  of this  study  of single-visit  completeness  C1  is  detailed information  about  how different  stars  are
affected  by  optimization  and  about  selection effects  in the  "found subset"  of planets  that  are  detected.  We  can
determine at what  completeness levels optimization  occurs, what type of stars are optimized, which ones are not
affected, and how completeness varies across the habisphere for different types of stars.  



For example, 354 stars in the input database have C1   0 for Dmag0,MAX  = 25.5 and the other baseline parameters
unchanged. Without optimization, 83 stars are included in one year of virgin searches. With optimization, 94 stars
are included, and TAC increases by about 5%. Fig. 4.1f.2a-b show that this optimization cut TEXP  from low-L stars
in the middle range of C1 , allowing previously unsearched stars to enter the list, which were typically low-L and
low-C1 . As illustrated by Figure YY, the planets of low-L stars are typically closer to the star and brighter (lower
Dmag) than planets on corresponding orbits around high-L stars. For low-L stars, the C1  benefit of exposing all the
way to Dmag0,MAX  is small, and optimization reinvests the less productive TEXP . The new stars offer lower C1  than
others of similar luminosity.

Fig. 4.1f.2a.  Luminosity vs. completeness before and after optimization at Dmag0,MAX  = 25.5 for the baseline.  Low
luminosity  stars are  much more  likely to be changed by  optimization.   Green lines  indicate  a star that  was not
searched before optimization. 

Fig. 4.1f.2b.  Number of stars observed in four different luminosity classes before and after optimization.  The stars
are sorted by largest to smallest completeness and colors represent the completeness of the individual star.  The left
column  in a  pair  depicts  the  visited  stars  prior  to optimization,  and  right  column depicts  the  visited  stars after
optimization. The single bar on the right is the color key for C1 .



ü 4.2 Program Completeness

ü 4.3 IAUC200 One-Year Mission Simulations

We have performed one-year mission simulations for the original case using the procedures and algorithms of §3.3.

Brown (2006) used mission simulations to explore effects of h  and PCONF  on the course of the TPF-C mission. In
that study, one year of exposure time was devoted to virgin searches with follow-up observations for verifying and
characterizing planets as needed. The study adopted the parameters of the original case and used an optimized target
list. The observational overheads were zero, and solar avoidance was not included.

In each Monte Carlo trial,  a Bernoulli random deviate with probability h  assigned each target star a number of
planets nP  = 0 or 1. In each searching observation, a Bernoulli random deviate with probability nPC1   determined
the number of planets detected. If a planet was detected, it was assigned randomly to one of the three roll orienta-
tions. The number of confusion sources detected at each roll was determined by a Bernoulli random deviate with
probability PCONF . Table 4.3t.1 shows the results of 105  Monte Carlo trials for each combination of values for h
and PCONF . Figures 4.3f.1a-b show the histograms for the results in the middle of the table.

From these results, we see that if  h  approaches unity, spectroscopy dominates the mission. The number of stars
searched  is ~10% the number  searched for small   h .  About  50% of the stars searched will  have characterized
planets. If h  approaches zero, searches dominate and the mission becomes confusion-limited. For intermediate h ,
the  number  of  planets  characterized  becomes is  proportional  to  h ,  but  the  number  of stars  searched  becomes
independent of h  as PCONF  approaches unity.

PCONF

0.0 0.5 1.0

h Stars Planets Stars Planets Stars Planets

0 135 0 118 0 88 0

0.05 115 1.47 73 1.15 58 0.99

0.1 99 2.7 68 2.2 56 1.94

0.2 77 4.69 59 4.02 51 3.65

1 23 11 23 11 23 11

Table 4.3t.1 Results of one-year  simulations with 105  samples for the original case. Planets is the number of planets
characterized, and Stars is the number of stars searched.



Figure 4.3f.1a  For  h  = 0.1 and PCONF  = 0.5, the distribution of the number of planets found, verified, and character-
ized in one year of exposure time.

Figure 4.3f.1b  For  h  = 0.1 and PCONF  = 0.5, the distribution of the number of stars searched.



ü 4.4 Dependence on Planetary Albedo

ü 4.5 Dependence on Extrasolar Zodiacal Light

ü 4.6 Dependence on Dmag0,MAX

ü 4.7 Dependence on Observational Overheads



5 Systematic Effects and Selection Biases

We have every reason to expect important effects and biases in TPF-C observations. For example, the objects we
seek are like the Earth, and so their orbital  motions should interact strongly with the annual viewability window.
Also, planets are hugely variable in apparent brightness and separation, which gives us a second set of reasons to
expect only limited access to them as objects of investigation. When we add the fact that the exposure times are
much longer than typical in astronomy, and that the mission is currently planned to last only five years, it is clearly
essential to quantify these operational and scientific considerations in order to develop confidence in the success of
the TPF-C mission. We are fortunate that the tools are at hand. The same Monte Carlo planets that help us optimize
an observing  plan through  the  concept  of  completeness  are  available  to  help investigate  systematic  effects  and
selection biases. We turn now to investigations of the "found subset."

The "found subset" of planets are the ones that are detected by a searching observation. By preparing a large enough
random sample of the planets of interest, we can apply the detection criteria and create an arbitrarily large subsam-
ple to represent the found subset with sufficient size. For each planet in the subsample, we know all the ten parame-
ters in the planetary model, which means we can compute their position in space and brightness at any future time.
We can study their demographics, which are selection biases, by looking at the distributions of the ten parameters.
We can study their behaviour,  such as when they are detectable and the star is viewable. As another example, we
can investigate the ability to make position measurements that result in a good orbital solution. The found subset is a
promising object of research into optimizing the scientific utility of TPF-C.

This DRM includes some examples of research using the found subset. Also, StarVault also includes demographic
information on the found subsets for the 136 stars on the input target list.

§5.1 Differentiating Background Confusion & FlagDISC  is an engineering application of the found subset, feeding
into mission modeling (§3.1).

§5.2  Demographics  and  Behaviours  of  the Found Subset  describes  some of the information  in the found subset
related to scientific bias and utility.



ü 5.1 Differentiating Background Confusion & FlagDISC

We consider two searching observations of a target star. The first observation, which occurs at ephemeris time t0  in
Julian days, finds a source that is a possible planet in the population  of interest.  The second observation,  which
occurs at time t0  + Dt, addresses the issue of the identity of the source—whether it is a planet of interest, a back-
ground object, or something else—based on its displacement between the first and second observation. We want to
quantify the usefulness of such testing for common proper motion for any star, planetary population, instrument, and
day of the year. On that basis, we want to compute FlagDISC , a flag for mission modeling (§3.1) such that FlagDISC

= 1 when testing for common proper motion is useful, and FlagDISC  = 0 when it is not useful.

In §5.1.1, we compute (D RABACK [t0 , t0 + Dt], DDecBACK [t0 , t0 + Dt]), which are the  components, in right ascension
and declination,  of the displacement of a background source relative to the target star, expressed in astronomical
units (au) after projection to the stellar distance. We compute these quantities with precision from calalogue values
of stellar parallax (P in milliarcsec), stellar posiiton on the sky (RA2000 and Dec2000 in radians), and (3) stellar proper
motion (mRA  and mDec  in milliarcsec per year). For each star on a target list,  the values of these parameters are
known and unique, and we can therefore compute the displacement (D RABACK [t0 , t0 + Dt], DDecBACK [t0 , t0 + Dt])
as a unique function of t0  and Dt.

In §5.1.2,  we investigate  the  depletion of the found subset  to determine  the optimized  value of the time  delay,
Dt10 % LOST ,  and  we  characterize  the  ensemble  of  displacments  in  the  found  subset  in  that  time  interval:
{(D RAi [Dt10 % LOST ], D Deci [Dt10 % LOST ])}.

In  §5.1.3,  we  compare  this  ensemble  with  {(D RAi [Dt10 % LOST ],  D Deci [Dt10 % LOST ])}  with  (D RABACK [t0 ,
t0 + Dt10 % LOST ], DDecBACK [t0 , t0 + Dt10 % LOST ]) on the basis of the astrometric accuracy of the instrument (§2.3.2),
and compute FlagDISC .



ü 5.1.1 Parallactic and Proper Motion

The quantities e, U, T , and lü  are defined in §3.4.

The absolute parallactic displacements of the star in right ascension and declination are

D RAP [t0 ] = f PÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅcos@Dec2000 D (cos[RA2000 ]  cos[e]  sin[ lü [t0]]

– sin[RA2000 ]  cos[ lü [t0 ]]),

D DecP [t0 ] = f  P (cos [Dec2000 ]  sin[e]  sin[ lü [t0 ]] 

– cos[RA2000 ] sin[Dec2000 ] cos[ lü [t0 ]] 

– sin[RA2000 ] sin[Dec2000 ]  cos[e]  sin[ lü [t0 ]]),

in milliarcsec, where f = 1 for observations from the location of Earth, and f = 1.010 for observations at the second
Lagrange point,L2, which is the planned location of TPF-C. 

The proper-motion displacements between the first and second observations are:

D RAm [t] = mRA
DtÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅT ,

D Decm [t] = mDec
DtÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅT ,

in milliarcsec, where the tropical year is used only for convenience.

The apparent displacements of a background source relative to the target star between the first and second observa-
tion are

DRABACK [t0 , t0 + Dt] = 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅ
P

(– mRA
DtÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅT – (D RAP [ t0 + Dt]  – D RAP [ t0 ])),

DDecBACK [t0 , t0 + Dt] = 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅ
P

(– mDec
DtÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅT – (D DecP [ t0 + Dt]  – D DecP [ t0 ])),

in au.



ü 5.1.2 Depletion and Displacement of the Found Subset; Dt10 % LOST

Just as we computed the planetary position and brightness to determine detectability at t0 , in the process of creating
the found subset, we can do so again later, at t0 + Dt. Such a computation allows us to determine the fraction of the
found subset that are still detectable after evolution for Dt. We are interested in this depletion because it is important
to make the second, diagnostic observation before a planet would likely be lost, by becoming too faint or disappear-
ing behind the mask. On the other hand, from the point of view of the test, we'd like to delay as long as otherwise
possible after t0 , to maximize the difference between orbital and background displacements, which are both zero at
Dt = 0. Indeed, setting the criterion on Dt is another "model" choice, regarding the observational protocol.

Fig. X1 and X2 show aspects of the depletion of the found subset. For lower luminosity stars, we see that a signifi-
cant fraction of the found subset  is permanently  detectable.  These would be orbits  that are more face-on, so the
separation is always greater than the obscuration radius. This effect goes away with higher luminosity, because as
the habitable zone is pushed out,  and as planets become fainter,  fewer—then zero—planets  in open-faced orbits
achieve Dmag < Dmag0  at any point in their orbit.

For TPF-C, we choose to define Dt10 % LOST  as the value of  Dt for which 10% of the found subset fail the detectabil-
ity criteria. This criterion is somewhat soft (e.g., SNR<10 does not mean detection is impossible), and we must keep
in mind that our modest goal is a qualitative understanding of the situation. 

For the 136 stars on our target list, the mean value of  Dt10 % LOST  is 8.4 days for 10% depletion of the found subset,
with values for individual stars ranging from 2.5 to 25 days. 

The mean amplitude of the planetary displacement in Dt10 % LOST  is 0.11 au, with values for individual stars ranging
from 0.03 to 0.32 au. Details for all stars are at StarVault.



Figure X-1. The depletion of the found subset of planets with time. Each curve is one star on the target list, color
coded by (Fsmin  +  Fsmax )/2, the mean separation of the found subset expressed as a fraction of the maximum separa-
tion for that star. The asymptotic value is the permanently observable fraction of the found subset. The color trend is
due to greater apparent transverse speed when smaller separations are preferentially sampled.

Figure X-2. The permanent fraction of the found subset are planets in more face-on orbits. For higher luminosity
stars, this fraction is reduced or zero. The timescale for 10% depletion of the non-permanent fraction of the found
subset is shown in the color code. For stars of any luminosity, the depletion timescale is slower for greater terminal



fractions. Confirming observations must be made typically within a week to minimize the probability a planet will
no longer be detectable. (See Table 2.3.1 for the timescales of individual stars.)

ü 5.1.3 Computation of FlagDISC

Let the measured displacement  of the source between the first and second observations  is (D RAMEAS  ± 
è!!!

2 <d>,
D DecMEAS  ± 

è!!!
2 <d>). 

We use the chi-square statistic:

c2  = HD RAMEAS - DRABACK L2 + HDDecMEAS - DDecBACK L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 <d>2  , (16)

to test the hypothesis that the source is in the background.  The cumulative chi-square probability Q[ c2 , 2] is the
probability  of encountering a larger  value of c2 ,  assuming  that the hypothesis  is correct  and  that the errors  are
normally  distributed.  We  choose  the  customary  criterion  of  "three  standard  deviations  of confidence"—99.73%
confidence level—which means the borderline value of c2  is the root of Q[ c2 , 2] = 0.0027, or c2  = 5.91. Therefore,
if the measured displacement of a source falls within a circle of radius 

d3 s  ª 
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2 •5 .91 <d> (17)

centered  on (DRABACK ,  DDecBACK ),  we could  not  rule  out  that  it  is  background  confusion  with  three  standard
deviations of confidence. Taking it a step further, if we find that planets in the found subset fall into this circle with
a probability

PCONFPER    0.0027, (18)

then we can have (a new and different) three standard deviations of confidence in the test of common proper motion.
In other words, at the stated level of confidence, the test won't fail us and confuse a planet of interest with a back-
ground  source.  In still  other  words,  PCONFPER  is  the probability  that the  confusion  will  persist  after  the  second
observation.

We can estimate PCONFPER  by a Monte Carlo simulation, by the following steps. (1) We use our models for the stars,
planets, and instrument to create a sample of the found subset. (2) We determine the ensemble of displacements for
the sample, {(D RAi [Dt10 % LOST ], D Deci [Dt10 % LOST ])}. (5) We choose the Julian day t0  and estimate PCONF , which
is the fraction of the sample that fall in the circle of confusion. That fraction satisfies this inequality:

,HHD RAi @Dt10 % LOST D - DRABACK @t0 , t0 + Dt10 % LOST DL2 +

HDDeci @Dt10 % LOST D - D DecBACK @t0 , t0 + Dt10 % LOST DL2 L
 < d3 s .

If the estimate of PCONFPER  satisfies Eq. 18, we conclude the test is useful, and otherwise not. In other words, we
have our flag:

FlagDISC  ª If[PCONFPER    0.0027, 1, 0].

Table 6 gives Dt10 % LOST  for the 136 stars on the target list. It also gives the fraction of the year that FlagDISC  = 1,
which is  FDISC .  Because the test  is only  useful on days  when the star  is viewable,  we have  also computed the
fraction of the year when FlagDISC  = 1 and FlagSOLAVD  = 1, which is also given in the table. Some 45 of the 136
stars have zero days of the year when both flags are one, and many more have only short periods when both condi-
tions are satisfied.



Figure QQQ. Stellar observability  and background confusion.  Three stellar examples of the annual  variations of
PCONFPER ,  FlagDISC , and FlagSOLAVD . Left, light green: the days of the year when the star is more than 95° from the
Sun and observable  by TPF-C (FlagSOLAVD  = 1).  Rose: not  observable  (FlagSOLAVD  = 0).  Testing for  common
proper  motion  is  useful  for  differentiating  background  confusion when  the curve is above  the red,  hatched line
(FlagDISC  = 1). For days of the year where the curve is above the hatched line and the background is green, search-
ing observations  can be planned with assurance  that the test for common proper motion can distinguish between
background confusion and a planet of interest, Where Right: displacement of background sources due to parallax
and proper motion. Points occur at intervals of Dt10 % LOST , and the point radius is the mean amplitude of the plane-
tary displacements in that time. Rainbow color codes synchronized: the larger the gap between points (right), the



lower the probability of confusion persisting, PCONFPER  (left). StarVault contains these plots for all 136 stars on the
target list.



ü 5.2 Recovering Planets



Figure ZZZ. Recoverability. X-axis: delay time from discovery to first possible recovery (viewable plus detectable)
for 10,000 planets in the found subset. Planet discovery was confined to the first quarter of a viewability period.
Y-axis: duration of the period of first recoverability (planet remains both viewable and detectable). Magenta marks:
(1 – 0.25 FSOLAVD  + (0, 1, 2, 3, 4)) 365.25. Cyan marks: (1 + FSOLAVD  + (0, 1, 2, 3, 4)) 365.25. Color code gives the
period of each planet as a fraction of the longest period (365.25 days time (amax = 1.5 L)1.5 (mSTAR )0.5. In red,
the percentage of planets  first-recoverable  in each  period of viewability.  In any  viewability  period,  detectability
limits the duration for planets toward the left, whereas viewability limits the duration for planets toward the right.
StarVault contains these plots for all 136 stars on the target list.



ü 5.3 Access to the Planetary Orbit

Observational access to the planetary orbit is important for studies of seasonal variations and especially for determi-
nation of the orbit itself.

A portion of the orbit is observable if two conditions apply:

(1) the planet must be detectable (§2.3.1), and

(2) the star must be viewable by TPF-C (§3.4).

 In the current design of TPF-C, the sunshade will not permit the telescope to point within a solar-avoidance angle
of 95° from the Sun. As a result, a star can be observed only a fraction of the year, FSOLAVD  < 0.5, which is smaller
for stars at higher galactic latitude (Table 6; §3.4). This windowing combines with the limited mission duration of
five years  to restrict access to the planetary orbit. mission duration to limit the This means 



ü 5.4 Demographics of the Found Subset



6 Science Operations

Mission modeling for TPF-C has revealed the basic character of a planet-finding mission at the limits of sensitivity:
time is of the essence. 

Exposure  times are long, and the mission  short.  Consider  the star  HIP 29860,  which has  the longest  searching
exposure time in Table 6, which is 160 hours. There are only 268 units of 160 hours in a five-year TPF-C mission.
A spectroscopic observation of a planet around HIP 29860 with Dmag0 = 25 would take 3200 hours (not including
overheads), which is longer than the annual viewability window of HIP 2986 and 7% of five years.

Following discovery, observing opportunities are limited and perishable. The probability is significant that a found
planet will become undetectable in just a few weeks. The star will become unviewable in a just few months. Without
concerted observations to estimate the probability  distribution of its orbital  parameters,  the planet may be lost to
science.

The TPF-C  observing schedule will be stochastic and a just-on-time delivery.  The best next planetary observation
will be determined by the results of the last one. If new information is not acted on, to obtain more data to predict
future observability, an opportunity may be lost that will be prohibitively costly to rsproduce.)
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